Synopsis

A DAVISâ€™S NOTES BOOK! This pocket-size rapid reference is sure to become your #1 pediatric resource. It presents all of the information needed to deliver safe, effective care for children based on their age, size, developmental level, and unique pathologies. What students are saying: â€œThis book has it all.â€œ Keith Maselli, .com â€œWonderful resource for my pediatric nursing class and clinical! Would recommend it to any nurse or nursing student whose involved in peds!â€ Michelle Bella, .com
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Customer Reviews

Got a lot of use out of it during my peds rotation in nursing school. Very convenient to use in clinicals. Fits in your pocket and also is waterproof. Easy accessible reference too. Overall, it is a very useful tool for the pediatric rotation during nursing school and working RN in pediatric setting.

The price is right, the info is GREAT! Concise but covers just about everything you could need to know about Peds. The MedSurg and Maternity Notes are even better, I highly recommend these for clinical and for study.

In my first Pedi class & BELIEVE ME-- children are NOT just small adults! This pocket guide is very useful and informative.
I have many of these little notepads. They are great. They are small and easy to carry and have a lot of information in such a small book. The sections are separated by tabs. I found this helpful for studying, to bring to clinical, etc. Also, the pages of these little handy notebooks, are waterproof! That's a nice added bonus. Great little handy things they are! you could literally bring it in the shower with you! The funny part about that is When I first started Nursing school, I read a book and the woman suggested laminating your notes to be able to take them into the shower with you, and well if you do that kind of thing (obviously we don't have much time when in school ), then you can use these to do the same. Lots of information in a small handy little book. Love it!

Very helpful for my peds practicum and was very happy with the purchase. Will keep in mind to use more spirals lied these as a nurse.

Only used this once so far. It has good info on vitals and age predicted growth norms as well as primitive reflexes and abnormal lab values.

Gave this to a friend who is going to nursing school and she loves it, easy to use and read--Highly recommended!!

Great for student nurses and new grads, or anyone who wants a pocket-sized reference for peds! This book has it all. it is smaller than my RNotes pocket guide which is nice so it will fit in pocket better. It has 2x as many tabs as well and easy to find sections for a quick reference. I'm not going to clinical without this!
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